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Issues Report

Why you need this:
• You need to identify and
monitor issue patterns
• You want to monitor
efficiency of inventory
usage
• You want to project
inventory purchases for
better cash flow management
• You need to effectively
manage your inventory
• You want to track noninventory item issues

PORGRAM REQUIRMENTS:
EXCEL 2003 OR NEWER

Better Inventory Management in Sage BusinessWorks
BSoft’s Issues Report provides
easy access to the issues data you
need to effectively monitor and
manage your inventory.

You want to know if you
have issue patterns to
prevent shortages! Open
Issues Report, identify the part(s)
or product line(s) you are interested in; select the fields you want
included, the desired data type
(monthly, quarterly, yearly) and
the number of periods to include.
Issues Report will generate a
spreadsheet with all of the chosen
data in an easy to read format.
The report will show individual
time periods as well as an average
for the time period.

Monitor efficiency of
inventory usage! Use the

shortages and minimizing excess
inventory.

issues report to cross reference
issues against sales and/or builds
to determine the level of efficiency for inventory usage.

Track issues of “noninventory” items! Issues

Better cash- flow management! Now that you have
identified
usage patterns, you
can budget
your inventory purchases more
successfully,
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Report has a special feature that
allows you to track “non-

inventory” items through the
order entry line items. This feature gives you the capability to
track issue patterns for your “noninventory” items, just as it does
your inventory items, providing
you with a complete picture of all
of your company’s issues over a
chosen time frame.
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CHALLENGE
Efficiently monitor and manage
inventory issues and more accurately project inventory purchase
needs, for better cash flow management.

SOLUTION
Install BSoft’s Issues Report

RESULTS
A detailed report with monthly,
quarterly, and/or yearly issues
data needed, to effectively monitor usage and efficiency, as well
as project purchases.

